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QUESTION 1

What is the minimum number of nodes required for a Nutanix Cluster to support Replication Factor 3 (RF3) on a storage
container? 

A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 5 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A consultant is using the Foundation applet to create a cluster. During the process the consultant refreshes the progress
bar web page and is concerned when nothing loads. 

What should the consultant do to verify that Foundation has completed successfully? 

A. Return to the Foundation configuration page and start over. 

B. Update Java on the Foundation VM. 

C. Connect to any CVM IP address from a web browser. 

D. Restart the Foundation process. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator needs to configure snapshots for DRscenarios. The databases get refreshed on Friday nights
regularly. The search service application re-indexes the new application on Saturday nights regularly. The remaining
front-end and 

middle tier VMs are static but do get minor version updates weekly. 

The administrator needs to have 2 weeks of daily snapshots for all the VMs in an app group and 2 weeks application
consist local snapshots only on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays on the same group of VMs. 

Which two options should the administrator use to configure snapshots? 

A. Create a schedule in a protection domain for all applicable VMs to snap daily with application consistency enabled
with 6 days of retention and with no application consistency and 14 days local retention. 

B. Create two consistency groups in a protection domain, one for front-end and middle tier apps with no application
consistency, one for database and Search apps with application consistency, and apply the correct schedule to both
groups. 
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C. Create one protection domain for all VMsin an application group with scheduled daily non-application consistent
snapshots and another protection domain for all VMs in an application group with scheduled Friday. Saturday, Sunday
application consistent snapshots. 

D. Create a protection domain forall VMs 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A consultant configures a Nutanix cluster and integrates the hosts into vCenter using VMware best practices. The
customer has requested that the Nutanix cluster only have a single datastore. 

Upon configuring the cluster per the customer requirements, vCenter displays an alert regarding the heartbeat
datastore. The consultant adds the das.ignoreInsufficientHbDatastore value = true rule. The container can be seen from
each host, 

but the alert remains active. 

What should the consultant do to resolve this issue? 

A. Turn off and then turn back on HA. 

B. Make sure the DRS setting is turned on. 

C. Create a second container. 

D. Whitelist the vCenter IP address within Prism. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

While trying to upgrade AOS in a cluster, a consultant receives a warning message that there are two powered-on VMs
that need to be powered off for the upgrade to proceed. 

What would cause this warning to be issued? 

A. Upgrading a single-node cluster requires the VMs to be shut down. 

B. Upgrading a two-node cluster requires the VMs to be shut down. 

C. There are not enough resources left in the single-node cluster. 

D. There are not enough resources left in the two-node cluster. 

Correct Answer: A 
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